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A constructive method for producing a test function space and hence a general-
ized function space suitable for a given normal operator is developed. Spectral
theory and a functional calculus are shown to be valid in these spaces. Application
of the theory is illustrated by considering a normal realisation of the operator
 .x drdx and demonstrating that the test and generalized function spaces for this
operator coincide with certain spaces originally introduced by McBride in the
theory of fractional calculus. It is shown that the so-called Hadamard operators
 .arise as functions of x drdx and so a distributional theory of these operators can
be obtained using the functional calculus in the generalized function space.
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1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xRecently, Lamb and McGhee 6 extended the work of Zemanian 13
w xand Judge 5 to develop a spectral theory for the extension, to an
appropriate space of distributions, of an arbitrary self-adjoint operator in a
separable Hilbert space. A functional calculus was shown to be valid in this
setting and it was applied, via semigroup theory, to the solution of
distributional initial-boundary value problems.
Here, we consider a similar approach for a normal operator in a
separable Hilbert space. A preliminary report of such a theory, developed
within the topological framework of a countably Hilbert space, appears in
w x10 . However, in this paper, we revert to the multinormed approach used
w xin 6 since this is a more convenient form for demonstrating links with
distributional results obtained by other authors.
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A motivating factor for our work is that it provides a constructi¨ e
method for producing test function spaces, and hence generalized function
spaces, tailored to particular normal operators. As we shall demonstrate,
the spaces produced for a specific normal operator T prove to be equally
suitable for a large class of functions of T defined via spectral integrals.
This fact can be exploited by using a relatively simple normal operator T
to produce, systematically, a space of generalized functions ideally suited
 .to more complicated normal operators F T .
To illustrate these ideas, we examine a particular differential operator
and demonstrate that the spaces constructed coincide with certain test and
w xgeneralized function spaces introduced by McBride 8 in work on Mellin
multipliers and fractional calculus. By considering fractional powers of this
normal differential operator, we also show how a distributional theory for
w xlogarithmic fractional integrals, or Hadamard operators 4, p. 672 , can be
obtained directly from our theory.
2. SPACES OF TEST AND GENERALIZED FUNCTIONS
 .Let H be a separable complex Hilbert space with inner product ?,? ,
5 5 ’linear in its first argument, and norm ? [ ?,? . .
 .Given a normal operator T : D T ; H ª H, we consider the set
D [ D T k ; H .F
kgN0
 4 where N [ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . . We define a countable multinorm S s a :0 k
4k g N on D by0
5 k 5a w [ T w , k g N , w g D. .k 0
 .  .DEFINITION 2.1. a We denote by D T the countably multinormed`
space consisting of the set D with topology generated by the countable
multinorm S.
 . X .b We denote by D T the space of all continuous linear functionals`
 . X .on D T . We impose the weak* topology on D T . Thus, sequential` `
X .convergence in D T is given by`
X  : :f ª f in D T as n ª ` m f , w ª f , w as n ª ` ;w g D T , .  .n ` n `
X .  . :where f , w denotes the action of f g D T on w g D T .` `
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 .THEOREM 2.2. D T is a Frechet space.Â`
w xProof. This follows as in 6, Theorem 2.3 ; we need note only that T
k  4normal implies that T is closed for all k g N [ 1, 2, 3, . . . .
 .THEOREM 2.3. D T is dense in H.`
w xProof. By 11, p. 364 we know that T s UP s PU where U is unitary,
 .  .P is positive and self-adjoint, and D T s D P . Thus,
kk k k kD T s D UP s D U P s D P ;k g N , .  .  .  . . 0
w xand the result follows as in 6, Theorem 2.4 .
k  .  .THEOREM 2.4. T : D T ª D T is continuous for all k g N .` ` 0
w xProof. This follows as in 6, Theorem 2.2 .
X .THEOREM 2.5. D T is sequentially complete.`
 . Proof. This follows immediately from the completeness of D T see`
w x.13 .
THEOREM 2.6. Each h g H generates, uniquely, a continuous linear
X .functional h g D T , ¨ia the formulaÄ `
 :h , w [ w , h , w g D T . .  .Ä `
w xProof. This follows as in 6, Theorem 2.7 .
As a consequence of Theorem 2.6, we can regard H as a subspace of
X .D T and we have the triple`
D T ¨ H ¨ DX T , .  .` `
where ¨ denotes a continuous embedding; the continuity of the embed-
dings is easily verified.
We now turn our attention to the problem of obtaining a continuous&
XÄ Ä .  .extension T of T to D T . In particular, we require Th s Th ;h g D T ,Ä`
that is,
&ÄTh , w s Th, w s w , Th : :  .Ä
 :s T*w , h s h , T*w ;w g D T , ;h g D T . .  .  .Ä `
 .  .  .Note that w g D T « w g D T s D T* since T is a normal operator.`
ÄThus, we are led to the following definition of T.
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X Ä X .  .DEFINITION 2.7. The extension of T to D T , denoted by T : D T ª` `
X .D T , is defined by`
Ä X :Tf , w [ f , T*w ; f g D T , w g D T . :  .  .` `
Ä w x  .That is, T [ T* 9, the D T -adjoint of the Hilbert-adjoint T* of T.`
w xThis should be compared with the self-adjoint case 6 where we have
ÄT [ T 9.
  ..LEMMA 2.8. T* g L D T , the space of all continuous linear operators`
 .on D T .`
Proof. Since T is normal, it follows that T k is normal. Consequently,
 k .  k . .  .k .D T s D T * s D T* for all k g N, and it follows easily that T*
 .  .maps D T into D T . Also, for all k g N,` `
5 k 5a T*w s T T*w .k
5 k 5s T*T w since T*T s TT*,
5 k 5 5 5 5 5s TT w since T*c s Tc ;c g D T .
s a w , .kq1
 .and it follows that T* is continuous on D T .`
Ä X  ..THEOREM 2.9. T g L D T .`
Proof. This follows immediately from Definition 2.7, Lemma 2.8, and
w x2, p. 65 . &
k kDefining T , the extension of T , via
&
Xk k :T f , w [ f , T *w ; f g D T , w g D T , .  .  . ; ` `
we obtain the following result.
&
k kÄCOROLLARY 2.10. T s T ;k g N.
Proof.
&
k k :T f , w [ f , T *w . ;
k XkÄs f , T* w s T f , w ; f g D T , w g D T , k g N. : : .  .  .` `
X .An exact characterisation of the elements of D T is given by the`
following.
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X .THEOREM 2.11. f g D T if and only if there exist a non-negati¨ e integer`
 .n  .n and a sequence h ; H both dependent upon f such thatr rs0
n
rÄf s T h .Ä r
rs0
Proof. Sufficiency. It follows from Theorems 2.6 and 2.9 and Corollary
2.10 that
X Är Xh g H « h g D T « T h g D T ; r s 0, . . . , n , .  .Ä Är r ` r `
and hence
n
XrÄf [ T h g D T . .Ä r `
rs0
X . w xNecessity. Let f g D T . Then, by 13, Lemma 1.10-1 , 'c ) 0 and an`
integer n g N such that0
r5 5 :  4f , w F c max T w ;w g D T . 2.1 .  .`
0FrFn
Let
n q 1 times! # "
nq1H [ H = . . . = H
with an inner product defined by
n
F , C [ w , c , .  . i i
is0
where
F s w , w , . . . , w g H nq1 , C s c , c , . . . , c g H nq1. .  .0 1 n 0 1 n
 . nq1Let P : D T ª H be defined by`
n2Pw [ w , T*w , T* w , . . . , T* w , w g D T . .  .  . . `
Clearly, Pw s Pc m w s c , so that P is injective.
  ..Define Q on P D T by`
Q : P D T ª C . .`
n2  :Q w , T*w , T* w , . . . , T* w [ f , w . .  . .
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 .Then, by 2.1 ,
n2< <Q w , T*w , T* w , . . . , T* w .  . .
< < 5 r 5 :  4s f , w F c max T w
0FrFn
1r2n
r r 25 5 5 5 5 5s c max T* w F c T* w s c Pw , .  . 4 
0FrFn rs0
  ..so that Q is a continuous linear functional on P D T . By the`
Hahn]Banach theorem, we can extend Q to a continuous linear functional
on H nq1; we continue to denote this extension by Q.
Now, by the Riesz representation theorem, there exists h s
 . nq1h , h , . . . , h g H such that0 1 n
n




n r2 :f , w s Q w , T*w , T* w , . . . , T* w s T* w , h .  .  . . .  r
rs0
n n &r rs h , T* w s T h , w ;w g D T , : .  . :Ä Ä r r `
rs0 rs0
&
n rso that f s  T h , as required.Ärs0 r
 . X .3. SPECTRAL THEORY IN D T AND D T` `
A standard result in spectral theory is that each w g H can be repre-
sented in the form
w s dE z w , 3.1 .  .H
where E is the projection-valued spectral measure associated with the
normal operator T , and similarly,
T rw s z r dE z w ;w g D T r , r g N. 3.2 .  .  .H
Here and throughout, spectral integrals are over all of C.
For every w g H,
5 5 2E ? [ E ? w .  .w
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defines a real-valued measure on the Borel subsets of C, and a function is
said to be E-measurable if it is E -measurable for all w g H.w
 .For a given E-measurable function F, an operator F T may be defined
by
< < 2D F T [ w g H : F z dE z - ` .  .  . . H w 5
3.3 .
F T w [ F z dE z w . .  .  .H
 .  .  .The vector-valued integrals in 3.1 , 3.2 , and 3.3 all exist strongly in H,
 .so that in 3.3 , for example,
F z dE z w [ H -lim s z dE z w .  .  .  .H H n
nª`
 .` 2 .for any sequence of step functions s such that s ª F in L C, E ,n ns1 n w
the complex L2-space of functions that are absolutely square integrable on
C with respect to the measure E .w
For details of this development of the spectral theory for normal
w xoperators, we refer to 12 .
 .  .Our aim in this section is to obtain generalisations of 3.1 ] 3.3 to the
 . X .spaces D T and D T . In particular, we must show that spectral inte-` `
 . X .grals can be well defined in D T and D T .` `
 .We begin with the space D T and examine the complex spectral`
measure E.
 .   ..LEMMA 3.1. For e¨ery Borel set J ; C, E J g L D T .`
 .  .Proof. For every Borel set J ; C, E J g L H and is a self-adjoint
 .projection operator. Therefore, for any w g D T ,`
5 k 5 5 k 5 5 k 5a E J w s T E J w s E J T w F T w s a w .  .  .  . .k k
 .  .from which the continuity of E J on D T follows.`
 .We now define integration in D T . For a step function`
n
s z s c X z .  . j J j
js1
 .and w g D T , we define`
n
D T - s z dE z w [ c E J w . .  .  .  .H` j j
js1
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 .Then, for a bounded E-measurable function F and any w g D T , there`
 .`  wexists a bounded sequence of step functions s see 12, Auxiliaryn ns1
x.Theorem 7.13 ,
Nn
s z s c X z .  .n n j Jn j
js1
such that
s ª F in L2 C, E .n w
« s ª F a.e. with respect to E since s and F are bounded .n w n
« s ª F a.e. with respect to E k ;k g N;n T w
the last implication follows since, for any Borel set J ; C, and any
 .w g D T ,`
5 5 2 5 k 5 2 5 k 5 2kE J s E J w s 0 « E J s E J T w s T E J w s 0. .  .  .  .  .w T w
Using the Legesgue dominated convergence theorem we deduce that
s ª F in L2 C, E k ;k g N. 3.4 . .n T w
Since F is a bounded function,
w g D T « F T w g D T .  .  .` `
and we have, for all k g N ,0
a F T w y s z dE z w .  .  .Hk n /
Nn
ks T F T w y c E J w .  . n j n j /js1
Nn
k k5 5s F T T w y c E J T w .  . n j n j
js1
5 k k 5s F T T w y s z dE z T w ª 0 as n ª ` .  .  .H n
 .by 3.4 .
 .Therefore, for a bounded E-measurable function F, and any w g D T ,`
we define
D T - F z dE z w [ D T -lim s z dE z w s F T w . .  .  .  .  .  .  .H H` ` n
nª`
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We now consider spectral integrals of unbounded functions. The next
theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions on F for the operator
 .  .  .F T defined in H by 3.3 to be a continuous operator on D T .`
THEOREM 3.2. Let F be an E-measurable function defined on C. Then,
 .  .  .F T defined by 3.3 is a continuous operator on D T if and only if there`
exist m g N and M - ` such that0
ym2< < < <sup F z 1 q z s M , 3.5 .  . .
 .zgs T
 . .ym  .that is, if and only if F T I q T*T g L H , where I denotes the identity
operator.
 .  .Proof. Sufficiency. Suppose F satisfies 3.5 . Then, for any w g D T`
and any k g N ,0
y2 m 2 m2 2 2 2 k 2k< < < < < < < < < <z F z dE z s 1 q z 1 q z z F z dE z .  .  .  . .  .H Hw w
m2 22 k< < < <F M 1 q z z dE z . .H w
m 22 k5 5s M T I q T*T w - `. .
 . kHence, defining G z [ z , it follows thatk
w g D FG T ;w g D T , k g N . .  .  . .k ` 0
w  .xBy 11, Theorem 13.24 b we deduce that
w g D F T T k l D T kF T ;k g N , .  . .  . 0
and, for each k g N , we have0
mk k5 5 5 5T F T w F M T I q T*T w . .  .
 .Thus, for all w g D T ,`
mk5 5a F T w s T F T w F Ma I q T*T w . .  .  . .  .k k
 .m   ..  .Since I q T*T g L D T for each m g N , it follows that F T g` 0
  ..L D T .`
 .   .. wNecessity. Now suppose that F T g L D T . Then, by 13, Lemma`
x1.10-1 , there exist c ) 0 and m g N such that0
222 25 5F T w s a F T w F c max a w ;w g D T . .  .  .  . .  50 j `
0FjFm
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Hence,
ym ym2 22 j5 5 5 5F T I q T*T w F c max T I q T*T w .  .  .
0FjFm
ym2 22 j< < < <s c max z 1 q z dE .H w 50FjFm
2 2 5 5 2F c dE s c w .H w
 . .ym  .  .Thus, F T I q T*T g L H and so 3.5 holds.
 .Now, for any E-measurable function F satisfying 3.5 , we define cut-off
functions F byn
< <F z if F z - n , .  . 3.6 .F z [ .n  0 otherwise,
and we define
D T - F z dE z w [ D T -lim F z dE z w .  .  .  .  .  .H H` ` n
nª` 3.7 .
s D T -lim F T w . .  .` n
nª`
THEOREM 3.3. Gi¨ en an E-measurable function F : C ª C satisfying
 .  .  .3.5 and cut-off functions F defined by 3.6 , then 3.7 makes sense, andn
D T - F z dE z w s F T w . .  .  .  .H`
 .Proof. For any w g D T ,`
5 k 5a F T w y F T w s T F T w y F T w .  .  .  . .  .k n n
5 k k 5s F T T w y F T T w ª 0 as n ª ` .  .n
 .since, for all w g D T and k g N ,` 0
F T T kw s F z dE z T kw s H -lim F z dE z T kw .  .  .  .  .H H n
nª`
s H -lim F T T kw . .n
nª`
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Thus,
F T w ª F T w in D T . .  .  .n `
Note that, in all cases, the D -integral and the H-integral are identical`
as elements in H, and so we can usually omit the prefix on the integrals in
 .D T and H without loss of understanding.`
It is now straightforward to show that we have a good functional
 .calculus in D T .`
THEOREM 3.4. Let F and G be E-measurable functions on C which satisfy
 .3.5 for suitable ¨alues of m and M. Then,
 .  . .  .  .   ..a aF q bG T s aF T q bG T g L D T ;a , b g C;`
 .  . .  .  .   ..b FG T s F T G T g L D T .`
w xProof. The results follow as in 6, Theorem 3.6 .
X .We now turn our attention to the space D T . Firstly, we extend the`
X .spectral measure E to D T .`
 .DEFINITION 3.5. For any Borel set J ; C the extension of E J to
X Ä X X .  .  .  .D T , denoted by E J : D T ª D T , is defined by` ` `
Ä X :E J f , w [ f , E J w , f g D T , w g D T . : .  .  .  .` `
ÄIt is clear that E is an operator-valued measure defined on the Borel
subsets of C.
 .Following our development of spectral integrals in D T , we now`
X .consider integrals in D T .`
n Ä X .  .  .  .  .For a step function s z s  c X z we define H s z dE z : D Tjs1 j J `jX .ª D T by`
n n
Ä Äs z dE z f , w [ c E J f , w s f , c E J w .  .  .  . H j j j j ;  ;  ;
js1 js1
 :s f , s z dE z w s f , s T w , .  .  .H ;
f g DX T , w g D T . .  .` `
 .For a bounded E-measurable function F and any w g D T , we have,`
 .`as before, a sequence of step functions s converging to F inn ns1
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2 .k kL C, E and a.e. with respect to E for all k g N . We defineT w T w 0
Ä X X .  .  .  .H F z dE z : D T ª D T by` `
ÄF z dE z f , w .  .H ;
Ä X[ lim s z dE z f , w f g D T , w g D T .  .  .  . .H n ` ` ;
nª`
s lim f , s z dE z w .  .H n ;
nª`
s f , lim s z dE z w by the continuity of f .  .H n ;
nª`
 :s f , F z dE z w s f , F T w . .  .  .H ;
 .Finally, for an unbounded E-measurable function F satisfying 3.5 , we
Ä X .  .  .  .use the cut-off functions F given in 3.6 and define H F z dE z : D Tn `
X .ª D T by`
ÄF z dE z f , w .  .H ;
Ä X[ lim F z dE z f , w f g D T , w g D T .  .  .  . .H n ` ` ;
nª`
 :s lim f , F T w .n
nª`
s f , lim F T w . ;n
nª`
 :s f , F T w s f , F z dE z w .  .  .H ;
 .  .  .since f is continuous and F T w ª F T w in D T .n `
X .We should note that integrals in D T are defined in a pointwise`
Ä  .fashion, that is, H F z dE z f , w is defined for each pair f , w g : .  .
X .  .D T = D T .` `
 X ..We can now define a functional calculus in L D T ; this, of course,`
must be consistent with Definition 2.7.
DEFINITION 3.6. For any E-measurable function F : C ª C satisfying
 .3.5 , we define
Ä ÄF T [ F z dE z . .  . . H
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Thus,
ÄF T f , w : .
Äs F z dE z f , w .  .H ;
X :s f , F z dE z w s f , F T* w , f g D T , w g D T , .  .  .  .  .H ` ` ;
that is,
ÄF T s F T* 9, 3.8 .  . .  .
Ä .  .  .the D T -adjoint of F T* and, as such, F T is a continuous operator on`
X .D T . In particular,`
Ä ÄT s zdE z s T* 9 .  .H
in agreement with Definition 2.7.
 X ..That we have a good functional calculus in L D T is shown by the`
following:
THEOREM 3.7. Let F and G be E-measurable functions on C which satisfy
 .3.5 for suitable ¨alues of m and M. Then,
Ä Ä Ä X .  . .  .  .   ..a aF q bG T s aF T q bG T g L D T ;a , b g C;`
Ä Ä Ä X .  . .  .  .   ..b FG T s F T G T g L D T .`
 .Proof. These results are straightforward calculations from 3.8 .
 .Also of interest is the extended version of F T . In accordance with&
X .Definition 2.7, F T is defined on D T via . `
&
X :F T f , w [ f , F T *w ; f g D T , w g D T . 3.9 : .  .  .  .  .` `
w  .x  .  .Since F T * s F T and F satisfies 3.5 whenever F does, we can
immediately state the following result.
 .THEOREM 3.8. Let F be any E-measurable function on C satisfying 3.5 .&
X  ..Then F T g L D T . . `
Proof. This is obvious.
&
Ä .  .  .We note that F T s F T m F z s F z . .
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4. APPLICATIONS
To illustrate the preceding theory, we consider the Hilbert space
L2 0, ` s w : xymw x g L2 0, ` , m g R, 4 .  .  .m
with inner product and norm
` 1r2y2 m 5 5w , c s x w x c x dx , w s w , c . .  .  .  .m mH m
0
2  .By choosing a suitable normal realisation on L 0, ` of the differentialm
operator D defined by
Dw x [ xw9 x , x ) 0, .  .  .
 .we shall demonstrate that the corresponding space D D coincides with`
the test function space F used extensively in the work of McBride see,2, m
w x.for example, 7 . This space can be defined in several different but
equivalent ways. For our purposes, the most convenient definition is the
w xfollowing slight modification of 9, Definition 2.5 :
F [ w g C` 0, ` : D kw g L2 0, ` ;k g N . .  . 42, m m 0
 mEquipped with the topology generated by the countable multinorm g :k
4k g N where0
m 5 k 5g w [ D w , w g F , . mk 2, m
F can be shown to be a Frechet space which meets the requirements ofÂ2, m
w xa test function space stipulated in 13 .
A natural choice for the domain of the operator D is the maximal
domain
D D [ w g L2 0, ` : w is absolutely continuous on 0, ` .  .  . m
and Dw g L2 0, ` . . 4m
2  .To show that this maximal operator is normal on L 0, ` , we require them
following two lemmas.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let w, c g D D . Then
1y2 m 1y2 mlim x w x c x s lim x w x c x s 0. .  .  .  .
xª`xª0q
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1y2 m  .Proof. Firstly, note that x w x c x is absolutely continuous on .
y2 m 1 .  .  .0, ` and that x w x c x g L 0, ` . Now .
` d
1y2 mx w x c x dx .  .H dx0
`
y2 ms x 1 y 2m w x c x .  .  .H
0
q Dw x c x q w x Dc x dx .  .  .  .  .  .
and the latter integral converges since w, c , Dw, and Dc are all in
2  .L 0, ` . Consequently, there exist finite non-negative constants M and Nm
such that
1y2 m 1y2 mlim x w x c x s M , lim x w x c x s N. .  .  .  .
xª`xª0q
 .If M / 0 then there exist e g 0, M and d ) 0 such that
1y2 m< <x w x c x y M - e ; x g 0, d .  .  .
M y e
y2 m« x w x c x ) ; x g 0, d .  .  .
x
y2 m 1« x w x c x f L 0, ` . .  .  .
Since this is a contradiction, we deduce that M s 0. A similar argument
shows that N s 0.
LEMMA 4.2. The maximal operator D has adjoint D* gi¨ en by
D D* s D D .  .
D*w s 2m y 1 I y D w , w g D D . .  .
 .Proof. Let w, c g D D . Then
`
1y2 mDw , c s x w9 x c x dx .  .  .m H
0
` d`1y2 m 1y2 ms x w x c x y w x x c x dx .  .  .  .H0 dx0
`
y2 m 1y2 ms y w x 1 y 2m x c x q x c 9 x dx .  .  .  .H
0
by Lemma 4.1 .
s w , 2m y 1 I y D c , . .m
 .and we deduce that 2m y 1 I y D ; D*.
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 .  .Now, let w g D D , c g D D* , and let c * s D*c . Then
` `
1y2 m y2 mx w9 x c x dx s x w x c * x dx. 4.1 .  .  .  .  .H H
0 0
 .  .Let w ?; y, z n g N, 0 - y - z be the continuous function that satis-n
fies
w xw x ; y , z s 1 for x g y , z ; .n
1 1w x ; y , z s 0 for x F y y or x G z q ; .n n n
1 1w ?; y , z is linear on y y , y and on z , z q . .n n n
 .  .  .Then w ?; y, z g D D and from 4.1 we obtainn
y zq1rn1y2 m 1y2 mn x c x dx y n x c x dx .  .H H
yy1rn z
`
y2 ms x w x ; y , z c * x dx. 4.2 .  .  .H n
0
 .Letting n ª ` in 4.2 and taking conjugates gives
z
1y2 m 1y2 m y2 my c y y z c z s x c * x dx , .  .  .H
y
y2 m  .  .and since x c * x is integrable over any finite subinterval of 0, ` , it
1y2 m  .  .follows that z c z is an absolutely continuous function of z on 0, ` .
Moreover,
d
y2 m 1y2 m y2 mz c * z s y z c z s z 2m y 1 I y D c z , .  .  .  .
dz
which shows that
c g D D and c * s D*c s 2m y 1 I y D c ; .  .
 .we deduce that D* ; 2m y 1 I y D. This completes the proof.
2  .THEOREM 4.3. The maximal operator D is normal on L 0, ` .m
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 4.2.
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 .THEOREM 4.4. D D s F .` 2, m
 .Proof. Let w g D D . Then`
D kw is absolutely continuous on 0, ` for each k g N . 0
« D kw is continuous on 0, ` for each k g N . 0
« w g C` 0, ` . .
k 2  .Also, D w g L 0, ` for each k g N andm 0
m 5 k 5a w s g w s D w ;w g D D . .  .  .mk k `
Hence,
D D ¨ F . .` 2, m
 .The reverse embedding F ¨ D D is obvious.2, m `
Theorem 4.4 has several immediate consequences. Firstly, the general-
X X .ized function spaces F and D D must also be identical. Secondly, the2, m `
spectral theory developed in Section 3 can now be used to produce a
functional calculus for the operator D on F and also for the distribu-2, m
Ä X X X .tional extension D on F . Indeed, the fact that F s D D means2, m 2, m `
that FX may be viewed as a space of generalized functions tailored to the2, m &
Ä .needs of operators of the form F D or F D for suitably measurable .
functions F satisfying
ym2< < < <sup F z 1 q z s M , m g N , M - `. .  . 0
 .zgs D
This in turn leads to the interesting possibility of identifying specific
functions F which will produce results in FX for extensions of classical2, m
integral and differential operators.
As a simple illustration, we consider the logarithmic fractional integral,
w x aor Hadamard operator 4, p. 672 , H defined by
ay1x1 x
a y1H w x [ log y w y dy , x ) 0, Re a ) 0. .  .  .H  /G a y . 0
4.3 .
w xDirect application of an inequality due to Hardy 3, Theorem 319 , estab-
lishes that
yRe aG Re a 1 .
a 25 5 5 5H w F m y w ;w g L 0, ` 4.4 .  .m m m /< <G a 2 .
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when Re a ) 0 and m ) 1r2. Our aim is to verify that, under the same
conditions on a and m, H a s Dya as an operator on F . We require2, m
2  .the following spectral properties of D on L 0, ` , each of which can bem
obtained by routine calculation which we omit.
 .  .  4THEOREM 4.5. a s D s z g C : Re z s m y 1r2 .
 .  .y1 yl 1 lb For Re l ) 1r2 y m, D q lI s m H m , where m denotes
the operation of multiplication by the ¨ariable.
Let
F z [ z a s exp a Log z , a g C, .  .a
where Log z denotes the principal branch of the complex logarithm. If
 .m ) 1r2, then it is clear from Theorem 4.5 that F z is well defined fora
 .each z g s D , and also there exist constants m g N and M - ` sucha 0 a
that
ym a2< < < <sup F z 1 q z s M . .  .a a
 .zgs D
Consequently, from Theorems 3.2 and 3.8,
&&
Xa aD [ F D g L F and D [ F D g L F .  . .  .a 2, m a 2, m
for each a g C provided that m ) 1r2.
 . yaNow suppose that Re a g 0, 1 and consider D on F . Then, for2, m
w g F ,2, m
Dyaw s F z dE z w .  .H ya
`
yasin pa s
s ds dE z w by 1, p310 19 .  . .H H 5p s q z0
`sin pa 1
yas s dE z w ds .H H 5p s q z0
`sin pa y1yas s D q sI w ds. 4.5 .  .H
p 0
 .Since, by 4.4 ,
y11y1 y1m k m5 5g D q sI w s D q sI D w F m q s y g w , .  .  . . mk k /2
;w g F ,2, m
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 .the integral in 4.5 converges in F . The interchange of the order of2, m
integration in the above calculation can be justified by using the
 w x.Fubini]Tonelli Theorem see 12, p. 374 . Therefore, we can use the
continuity on F of the translated delta distribution d , given by2, m x
 :d , w [ w x , x ) 0, .x
to obtain
ys
` xsin pa x
ya ya y1 :d , D w s s y w y dyds .H Hx  /p y0 0
x `sin pa x
y1 yas w y y s exp ys log ds dy .H H 5 /p y0 0
ay1x `sin pa x
y1 ya yus w y log y u e du dy .H H 5 /p y0 0
ay1x1 x
y1 as log y w y dy s H w x , ; x ) 0. .  .  .H  /G a y . 0
Hence
Dyaw s H aw ;w g F , 0 - Re a - 1.2, m
Similarly, when 1 F Re a - 2, we can write a s a q a , where Re a g1 2 i
 . a0, 1 , i s 1, 2, and use standard index laws associated with H to deduce
that
Dyaw s Dya 1 Dya 2w s H a1 H a2w s H a1qa 2w s H aw ;w g F .2, m
Continuing in this way produces the result
Dyaw s H aw ;w g F , Re a ) 0. 4.6 .2, m
 .Since the left-hand side of 4.6 is well defined for any a g C, we have a
 a 4means of extending the fractional integral semigroup H : Re a ) 0 ;
 .  a 4  .L F to a group of operators H : a g C ; L F where, for2, m 2, m
Re a F 0,
H aw [ Dyaw , w g F .2, m
 .Using the functional calculus in D D , it is easily seen that, as operators`
on F ,2, m
H aH b s H aqb , ;a , b g C,
H 0 s I ,
y1a yaH s H , ;a g C. .
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Also, when n y 1 - Re a - n, a concrete form of H ya is given by
H ya s H nya D n .
A distributional theory for operators H a can now be produced almost
a a  .immediately. Since s s s , it follows from 3.9 that
& &
a yaH f , w s D f , w :  :
ya
[ f , D* w : .
ya Xs f , 2m y 1 I y D w , ; f g F , w g F , a g C. : . 2, m 2, m
By arguing as before, we can show that, for w g F ,2, m
2 my1 aqny1`1 x yya
2m y 1 I y D w x s log .  . H  / /G a q n y x . x
ny1= y 2m y 1 I y D w y dy .  .
&&
awhenever Re a q n ) 0. Note also that H [ F D is identical to the .a
Ä X X .  .operator F D on F and therefore the functional calculus in D Da 2, m `&
Xa ashows that H has the same properties on F as H on F .2, m 2, m
Further investigations indicate that a variety of Mellin multiplier trans-
forms, including, for example, the Erdelyi]Kober operators of fractionalÂ
calculus, can be treated in a similar manner. It is our intention to pursue
this in a future paper.
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